INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Green fluorescent proteins (GFP) are essential tools in biomedical and pharmacologic studies due to their genetic encoding properties and intrinsic high fluorescence quantum yields ([@B1]--[@B3]). When fused with proteins of interest, they can be utilized as a fluorescent marker suitable for visualizing protein localization and biochemical trafficking in live cells ([@B4]). Red fluorescent proteins (RFP) have, to date, received more attention than GFPs as they are indispensable complements to the FP spectral palette and have a number of advantages in bio-imaging. RFPs exhibit fluorescence emission maxima beyond 570 nm, thus they have less autofluorescence interference of cells, lower light-scattering, and lower photo-toxicity ([@B5]). These make RFPs especially valuable for deep tissue and whole body imaging. RFPs have a chromophore similar to the p-hydroxybenzylidine-imidazolinone (HBI) core of GFP, except that it possesses an additional N-acylimine substituent on the HBI motif. The acylimine extends the π-electron delocalized network of HBI and results in a red-shift in absorption and emission relative to GFP ([@B6]). The RFP protective β-barrel structure provides a rigid and hydrophobic environment which confines a coplanar chromophore structure, and ensures the emission pathway dominant in excited state energy release.

Developing synthetic materials mimicking natural fluorescent proteins is crucial for elucidating photo-physical mechanism of FPs and creating new emission-responsive materials and biosensors. Unfortunately, most of synthetic chromophores of RFP are non-fluorescent similar to denatured RFP, owing to ultrafast intramolecular vibration ([@B7],[@B8]). Developing highly emissive molecular mimics of RFP is still challenging. Currently, only two cases of emissive RFP analogues with decent quantum yield (\>0.02) are available based on confinement of RFP chromophore analogues via covalent structure locking or the assembly of chromophores with proteins ([@B9],[@B10]). Given the significance of RFP in *in vivo* imaging, the scarcity of fluorescent RFP mimics greatly restricts the available spectral region of synthetic FP-mimicking materials and their use in multi-color or deep-tissue imaging.

Unlike the largely unexplored fluorescent RFP mimics, emissive GFP mimics have been extensively studied. A number of approaches have achieved emissive GFP analogues via mimicking the natural confined effect of GFP β-barrel to restrict the intramolecular motions of GFP chromophores. They include: structure locking by chemical linkage ([@B11]--[@B16]), both covalent and non-covalent; and, GFP chromophore encapsulation into a rigid environment, such as supra-molecular hosts ([@B17],[@B18]), metal-organic frameworks ([@B19]), the framework of aggregation-induced emission (AIE) ([@B20],[@B21]), protein assembly ([@B22],[@B23]), and ribonucleic acid (RNA) aptamers. A fluorogenic RNA aptamer 'Spinach' developed by Jaffrey *et al.* is an intriguing GFP mimic with strong emission comparable to native GFPs ([@B24]--[@B26]), which was selected by the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) process. Its crystal structures demonstrated that 'Spinach' contain a unique G-quadruplex (G4)-containing binding pocket, which is composed of a non-canonical G4 RNA module, an unpaired G, and an adjacent base-triplet, to accommodate GFP chromophore analogues ([@B27],[@B28]). This significant finding implied the potential of G-quadruplex as a promising structural motif for construction of fluorogenic GFP mimics. However, several important issues still need to be addressed: (i) except the selected G4-containing RNA aptamers, whether canonical G4 structures enable fluorescent activation of FP chromophores have not been investigated; (ii) given the polymorphism of G4, the impact of G4 topology on its ability to activate FP mimics is also unexplored; (iii) most relevantly, except GFP chromophores analogues, whether RFP chromophores could be fluorescently activated by G4 or other nucleic acid structures is totally unknown.

Herein, we report the design and synthesis of a set of new multi-color chromophores resembling the RFP chromophores (Scheme [1](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). We prove, for the first time, that RFP chromophore analogues are a new type of G-quadruplexes ligand and encapsulating RFP chromophore analogues in canonical DNA G4s can elicit bright fluorescence spanning red and far-red spectral regions (Em = 583−668 nm), which perfectly match existing RFP palettes. G-quadruplex is an alternative secondary nucleic acid structure formed by guanine-rich (G-rich) DNA sequences. The G4 G-tetrad, which is formed by a four guanine via Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding, provides an ideal docking site for RFP chromophore analogue stacking and restricts them to a planar conformation for efficient emission, which resemble the confinement of natural RFP β-barrel structure (Scheme [1A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). These unique DNA RFP mimics have several photo-physical merits, such as high quantum yields (maximum = 0.39), large Stokes shifts (maximum = 112 nm), and superior anti-photobleaching properties. It is worth to note that the G4-confined RFP chromophores exhibit unique two-photon fluorescence and holds promise for live systems imaging. Moreover, the proposed RFP chromophore analogues perform as 'smart' G-quadruplex ligands having the dual-functionalities of being potent structural stabilizers and topology-selective fluorescent sensors capable of recognizing parallel G4 against other G4 or DNA conformations. These DNA RFP mimics can be further exploited to 'role-play' as natural RFPs for imaging of target proteins. Both one-photon and two-photon fluorescent imaging of cancer-specific cell membrane biomarkers, such as protein tyrosine kinase-7 (PTK7), has been achieved in a live cell and tissue setting without genetic coding being required.

![(**A**) Structures of a RFP (upper) and a DNA mimic of RFP composed of a DNA G-quadruplex and a synthetic RFP chromophore analogue (bottom). Chromophores are emphasized in red. (**B**) Chemical structures of the chromophores in RFPs. (**C**) Structures of the RFP chromophore analogues synthesized in this study. (**D**) Synthetic route of the RFP chromophore analogues using the following reagents and conditions: a) hexamethylenetetramine, TFA, 120°C, 12 h; b) N-Acetylglycine, anhydrous sodium acetate, acetic anhydride, 120°C, 4 h; c) 40% aq. CH~3~NH~2~, K~2~CO~3~, EtOH, 80°C, 4 h; and d) ZnCl~2~, THF, RCHO, 80°C.](gkx803fig10){#F10}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Unless otherwise stated, all the organic reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. THF were dried and purified by distillation from sodium/benzophenone and CaH~2~. Tris, KCl, EDTA and MgCl~2~ were purchased from Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China). DPBS, penicillin, streptomycin, RPMI 1640, McCoy\'s 5a Medium Modified and fetal bovine serum were obtained from Thermo Scientific (USA). Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm) from the Millipore Milli-Q system was used in the experiments.

NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker-400 spectrometer, using TMS as an internal standard. Chemical shifts (δ) are quoted in parts per million (ppm) and coupling constant (*J*) are recorded in Hertz (Hz). Mass spectra were performed using an LCQ Advantage ion trap mass spectrometer from Thermo Finnigan. All reactions were monitored by TLC with Macherey-Nagel pre-coated Glassic sheets (0.20 mm with fluorescent indicator UV254). Compounds were visualized with UV light at 254 nm and 365 nm. Flash column chromatography was carried out using silica gel from Merck (200--300 mesh). The pH measurements were carried out on a Mettler-Toledo Delta 320 pH meter. Fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed on a FLS980 fluorescence spectrofluorometer (Edinburgh Instruments, USA).

Oligonucleotides (HPLC-purified, sequences were shown in [Supplementary Tables S1 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were synthesized and purified by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China). Oligonucleotides were dissolved in buffer solution (25 mM Tris and pH 8.0) at 100 μM and annealed (heated to 95°C for 10 min and then cooled slowly to 4°C) prior to be used in each experiment. The dsDNA was prepared by annealing equal amounts of complementary strands in buffer solution (25 mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0).

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------------

The CD spectra were recorded on MOS-500 spectrophotomer (BioLogic, France) at room temperature (RT, 25°C). Before the CD measurement, the oligonucleotides were annealed following the above-mentioned conditions prior to measurements. For CD measurements, samples were transferred into 2 mm path length quartz cuvettes, scanning from 220 nm to 360 nm at a rate of 50 nm/min for three times with the slit of 5 nm. CD melting curve was performed in the temperature range of 24--96°C at an interval of 2.5°C with a heating rate of 1°C/min.

Ultraviolet--visible (UV--Vis) spectroscopy {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------------

UV--Vis spectra were recorded on a Varian Cary 100-Bio at RT using a 10-mm path length quartz cuvette. For titration experiment, small aliquots of a stock solution of oligonucleotide were added into the solution containing DFHBFSI (10 μM) in Tris-HCl buffer (25 mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0). The final concentrations of oligonucleotide were varied from 0 to 15 μM. The absorption spectra from 400 nm to 700 nm were measured after incubation at RT for 20 min.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy and Real-time Fluorescent Monitoring the Topological Switch of G4. Fluorescence experiments were carried out using a QuantaMaster™ fluorescence spectrophotometer (PTI, Canada). A quartz cuvette with 2 mm × 10 mm path length was used for spectrum measurements, and both excitation and emission slit widths were 10 nm unless otherwise specified. For fluorescence titration experiments, DFHBFSI (3 μM) and pre-annealed oligonucleotides (0--15 μM) were incubated for 20 min in Tris--HCl buffer (25 mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0). For real-time fluorescent monitoring, the topological switch of G4, DFHBFSI (1 μM) and PW17 (G-quadruplex, 1 μM) were incubated in 100 μl of Tris--HCl buffer (25 mM Tris, 2 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0) for 5 min. Then, 3 μl of 5 mM Pb^2+^ was added into the solution. Ten minutes later, 3 μl of 5 mM EDTA was added into the solution. During these process, fluorescence intensity at 606 nm was monitoring with an excitation wavelength of 513 nm on the fluorescence spectrometer.

Gel electrophoresis studies {#SEC2-3}
---------------------------

Twenty microliters of NG16 at various concentrations or different G4 oligonucleotides were loaded and separated by native electrophoresis using a 20% acrylamide gel, stained with DFHBFSI (2 μM) in Tris--HCl buffer (25 mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0) and visualized via fluorescence detection using a ChemiDoc MP system (Bio-Rad, USA).

Please see [supporting information (SI)](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the experimental details of measurement of two-photon cross section, p*K*~a~ measurements, quantum yield calculations, dissociation constant measurements, photo-bleaching analysis, molecular modelling, DFT calculations, cell culture, cytotoxicity measurements, construction of plasmids and real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR, flow cytometry and confocal laser scanning microscopy assay, tissue imaging.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

G-quadruplex-chromophore complexes as DNA RFP mimics {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------

Inspired by that RNA aptamer 'Spinach' contains a composite binding pocket with a non-canonical G4 module to accommodate the GFP chromophore analogue DFHBI, an optimized derivative of HBI ([@B27],[@B28]), we thus tested whether a canonical DNA G4 structure could elicit the fluorescence of synthetic FP chromophores. Given that both GFP and RFP share the common HBI core, we first examined the influence of G4 structures on the fluorescence of HBI and its analogue DFHBI prior to investigating RFP chromophores. HBI and DFHBI were prepared via an Erlenmeyer azlactone synthesis ([@B15],[@B24]) and treated with a known G4-forming DNA sequence NG16 in the presence of 100 mM K^+^ ion. The sequence of NG16 is shown in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and the CD characterization of its G4 conformation is described below. As shown in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, NG16 shows negligible influence on the absorption properties of HBI/DFHBI and can't activate their fluorescence even at considerably high stoichiometric ratio (50 eq., [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar results were also observed for other G4-forming sequences ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, conventional G4 structures alone, without any other additional specific contacts as found in spinach, are not efficient for GFP chromophores binding and fluorescent activation. This might result from that the p-aromatic surface of HBI analogues is relative small thus unable to interact with a terminal G-quartet strongly via π--π stacking.

![(**A**) Absorption spectra and Q.Y. of HBI (3 μM) and DFHBI (3 μM) in the absence and presence of NG16 (30 μM). (**B**) NG16 (15 μM) enhances the fluorescence of HBSI (3 μM) and HBNI (3 μM). Inset is the photograph of HBSI and HBNI with NG16 under illumination of ultraviolet (UV, 365 nm) light. (**C**) Structures of the RFP chromophore analogues. (**D**) Absorption, (**E**) excitation and (**F**) emission spectra of chromophore--NG16 complexes (3 μM). Inset of F is the solutions containing DFHBFSI, DFHBFSI with NG16, and DFHBFSI with calf thymus DNA (CtDNA) photographed under illumination of UV light. (**G**) Chromophore-NG16 complexes were illuminated with UV light and photographed. The image is a montage obtained under identical image-acquisition conditions.](gkx803fig1){#F1}

We envisaged that the RFP chromophores, especially Kaede-like chromophores (Scheme [1B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), bearing additional aromatic ring conjugated with HBI core would lead to two desirable features: one is the spectroscopic red-shift compared with GFP chromophores due to extended conjugation; the other is the strengthened interaction with G-quartet of G4 structure by the chromophores' enlarged π-ring system. To test this assumption, we have synthesized two RFP chromophores with aromatic substituents linking to HBI core via a vinyl group according to a literature procedure ([@B29]), termed HBSI and HBNI (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The theoretical prediction was performed by the online molecular docking system of the G-quadruplex Ligands Database (G4LDB) ([@B30]), and the results suggested that HBSI and HBNI are preferable ligands of G4 compared to HBI and DFHBI due to their additional π-ring ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Inspiringly, the experimental data (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) showed that HBSI and HBNI fluorescence markedly increased by 66.8 and 68.5 folds, respectively, while bound with NG16, which is closely consistent with the theoretical predictions. This indicates that these RFP chromophores are fluorescently activatable through their binding with a DNA G4 structure. However, a limitation is that they fluoresce green and purplish green with emission maxima at 505 and 537 nm, respectively, which are significantly short than those of RFPs (\>570 nm). An analysis of absorption properties of HBSI and HBNI indicated that their phenol form (protonated) was predominant at neutral pH ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with their relative high p*K*~a~ (the dissociation constant of phenolic OH group) which are 8.8 and 9.3 for HBSI and HBNI, respectively ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the chromophores in 0.1 M NaOH exhibit remarkable absorption bathochromic shifts (∼49 nm and ∼52 nm for HBSI and HBNI). This indicates their phenolate forms are more relevant for mimicking RFPs, which is in accordance with natural chromophores in RFPs and other synthetic ones ([@B6],[@B29]).

To obtain G4-chromophore complexes with red emission comparable with RFPs, we sought to further adjust spectroscopic red-shift of chromophores via introducing electron withdrawing substituents to the phenolic ring to facilitate its deprotonation at neutral pH. Two new RFP chromophores with fluorine substituents, DFHBSI and DFHBNI (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), were synthesized from the condensation of DFHBI with corresponding arylaldehydes catalyzed by ZnCl~2~ (Scheme [1D](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, their phenolic acidities were obviously enhanced (p*K*~a~ = 6.4 and 7.3 for DFHBSI and DFHBNI, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) compared to their unsubstituent counterparts, HBSI and HBNI. Correspondingly, the chromophore-NG16 complexes of DFHBSI and DFHBNI exhibited a bright red fluorescence with a single emission at 590 and 612 nm (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), respectively, which is identical to conventional RFPs ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, to determine whether the DNA RFP mimics could be spectrally modulated by the diverse chromophores, another four novel RFP chromophores were generated by introducing either electron-donating (methoxyl or dimethylamino) or electron-withdrawing groups (fluorines) to the additional aromatic ring or elongating olefinic linkage (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). When bound with NG16, these compounds exhibited significantly increased fluorescence with emission maxima ranging from 583 to 668 nm (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which spans the spectrum from red to far-red, nearly overlapping the entire existing RFP palette.

Unique photo-physical properties of DNA RFP mimics {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------

A panel of DNA mimics of RFP with different chromophores allows direct comparison of spectral properties and corresponding substituent\'s effect (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All synthesized chromophores weakly fluoresce in aqueous solution at pH 8 with quantum yields below 0.007, as do denatured RFP and other reported RFP chromophores ([@B6],[@B29],[@B31],[@B32]), which results from the nonradioactive decay of their photo-excited state via the intramolecular motion about the ethylenic bridge ([@B33]). The quantum yields of these RFP chromophores are relatively higher than those of GFP chromophores partly due to the bulky aromatic group may hinder the exocyclic C--C bond rotation, and a similar effect was also observed for the synthetic Kaede chromophore ([@B32]). The observed fluorescence activation by G4 indicated that G-quadruplex might provide a rigid environment like the β-barrel structure of fluorescent proteins to lock the planar conformation of the RFP chromophores and prevent intramolecular motions, which makes fluorescence predominant in energy dissipation of the excited state. This is confirmed by the significantly increased excited-state lifetimes of all G4-chromophores complexes compared to individual RFP chromophores ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under the optimized condition with 100 mM K^+^ and 50 mM Mg^2+^ ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the Tris buffer (pH 8.0), most of the RFP chromophores exhibited at least 50-fold increase of fluorescence quantum yield (ϕ) in the presence of NG16, and the maximum up to 75-fold was observed for DFHBFSI. The quantum yield of DFHBFSI-NG16 (λ~em~ = 606 nm) is above 0.39, which is pronouncedly higher than that of all reported synthetic RFP mimics, including unlocked (\<0.007) ([@B29],[@B31],[@B32]), protein-confined (0.052) ([@B10]), and intramolecularly locked RFP chromophores (0.19) ([@B9]). It is even better than that of most of RFPs with similar emission maxima (600--620 nm), such as mRuby (0.35) ([@B5]), mCherry (0.22), FusionRed (0.19) ([@B34]), and also its structure parent Kaede (0.33) ([@B35]). Substituent comparisons would provide useful information for directing the spectral turning of DNA RFP mimics (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Replacing the benzene ring (DFHBSI) with a naphthalene ring (DFHBNI) leads to an 18 nm red shift in excitation and a 22 nm red shift in emission due to the expanded conjugated system. Intriguingly, introducing dimethylamino substituent (DFHBASI), a strong electron-donating group, on the benzene ring causes a substantial red-shift in both excitation (35 nm) and emission (30 nm) which is even superior to the naphthalene-containing chromophore (DFHBNI), changing the fluorescence from red to far-red. The most remarkable bathochromic effect derived from olefinic linkage elongation by an additional double bond, contributing to an emission maxima change from 620 nm of DFHBASI to 668 nm of DFHBAPBI. However, DFHBAPBI--NG16 complex have a relatively low quantum yield (0.032) compared to other chromophore-NG16 complexes. Two reasons may account for this phenomenon: (i) the relatively low quantum yield is conventionally observed for far-red or near infrared fluorophores, such as the far-red FP eqFP670 (φ = 0.06) ([@B36]) and near-infrared RFP AQ143 (φ = 0.04) ([@B37]); (ii) its molecular length is too long to perfectly match the size of G-quartet. As a result, unlike the fixed spectral properties of each RFPs, the emission of DNA RFP mimics can be facilely modulated in a controllable manner by changing various synthetic chromophores that hold great potential to be rationally designed.

###### Photophysical and binding properties of chromophores and chromophore-NG16 complexes

  Chromophore     Ex~max~ (nm)   Em~max~ (nm)   ϵ (M^−1^ cm^−1^)   Stokes shift (nm)   Q.Y.^b^   *K* ~d~ (μM)
  --------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------- --------- --------------
  DFHBMSI-NG16    499            583            16 950             84                  0.37      1.56 ± 0.31
  DFHBMSI         500            570            18 200             70                  0.0072    N/A^a^
  DFHBSI-NG16     503            590            17 350             87                  0.31      1.76 ± 025
  DFHBSI          501            576            19 210             75                  0.0066    N/A
  DFHBFSI-NG16    513            606            28 200             93                  0.39      1.27 ± 0.11
  DFHBFSI         511            594            32 000             83                  0.0052    N/A
  DFHBNI-NG16     521            612            37 500             91                  0.30      1.37 ± 0.19
  DFHBNI          517            600            38 840             83                  0.0048    N/A
  DFHBASI-NG16    538            620            22 800             82                  0.19      2.77 ± 0.58
  DFHBASI         540            614            23 890             74                  0.0028    N/A
  DFHBAPBI-NG16   547            668            15 500             121                 0.032     24.88 ± 0.82
  DFHBAPBI        548            662            16 120             114                 0.0011    N/A
  mCherry         587            610            72 000             23                  0.22      N/A

^a^Not applicable.

^b^Quantum yields were calculated using rhodamine 6G (Φf = 0.95 in water) as standard for DFHBMSI, DFHBSI, DFHBFSI, DFHBNI and DFHBASI, and sulfoindo cyanine dye Cy5 (Φf = 0.20 in PBS) as standard for DFHBAPBI.

Another spectral feature of the new RFP mimics is their large Stokes shifts. In contrast to small Stokes shifts of conventional RFPs (summarized in [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), such as 23 nm for mCherry (shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the proposed DNA RFP mimics have large Stokes shifts exceeding 80 nm (shown in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), for instances 93 nm for DFHBFSI (shown in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and 112 nm for DFHBAPBI. A larger Stokes shift can reduce the self-quenching and fluorescence detection errors caused by excitation back scattering effects, which is beneficial for high contrast fluorescence imaging ([@B38]). The large Stokes shift is probably due to the excited-state relaxation of the RFP chromophore itself ([@B39]). Moreover, the photo-stability of G4-based RFP mimics was also determined. As depicted in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the fluorescence signal of DFHBFSI-NG16 complex shows negligible decrease upon continuous illumination over 30 min, while those of mCherry, a typical RFP, and Lyso-Tracker Red, a model of small molecular red fluorophore, quickly declined 93.5% in 10 min and 80% in 30 min, respectively. This result suggested that the DNA RFP mimics possess much better photo-stability against photo-bleaching than RFPs, probably resulting from that partial exchange of bound chromophore with free chromophore in solution prevents the accumulation of photo-bleached complexes ([@B24],[@B40],[@B41]).

![(**A**) Comparison between mCherry and DFHBFSI--NG16 in excitation and emission spectra. (**B**) Photobleaching curves of DFHBFSI-NG16 (1 μM), Lyso-Tracker Red (1 μM) and mCherry (1 μM). (**C**) Two-photon excitation action cross-section of DFHBMSI (3 μM) and DFHBMSI with NG16 (15 μM). (**D**) Two-photon excited emission spectra of DFHBMSI (3 μM) and DFHBMSI with NG16 (15 μM, Ex = 750 nm).](gkx803fig2){#F2}

Next, we examined the two-photon fluorescence property of the proposed DNA RFP mimics. Two photon fluorophores, cooperating with two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy, possesses several advantages over conventional one-photon imaging, including increased tissue penetration, reduced out-of-focus photodamage, negligible background fluorescence, and high three-dimensional resolution ([@B42]). To the best of our knowledge, the two-photon properties of synthetic RFP chromophore analogues are totally unknown. As shown in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the DFHBMSI--NG16 complex exhibited an intensive two-photon absorption with a maximum peak at around 750 nm (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which resulted from unique S~0~ to S~*n*~ electronic transitions ([@B43]). Its TPEF spectrum possesses a maximal emission peak at 579 nm, which is slightly hypsochromically shifted relative to its one-photon emission peak (583 nm). Unexpectedly, although DFHBMSI is a RFP chromophore analogue with an unlocked structure, the confining effect by G4 successfully endow DFHBMSI with decent two-photon properties with a two-photon cross-section (σ) of 38.6 GM and a two-photon excitation action cross-section (brightness, σ′) of 14.3 GM ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). They are comparable with those of its protein counterpart, mStrawberry (σ = 35 GM, σ′ = 12 GM) ([@B43]). Compounds DFHBSI and DFHBFSI shows similar two-photon properties upon G4 binding ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Significantly, the S~0~ to S~*n*~ transition of these RFP mimics at around 750 nm perfectly matches the tuning range of femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers, which make them well applicable to most of commercial TPEF microscopic systems.

The synthetic RFP chromophore is a selective fluorescent dye for parallel G4 structures {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To our knowledge, the proposed RFP chromophores are structurally dissimilar to any structural scaffolds of known G4 ligands or fluorogens, presenting a new category of G4 fluorescent probes. Given that G4s have gained substantial interest due to their increasing biological significance and applications in biosensing, supramolecular chemistry, and bionanotechnology ([@B44]--[@B46]), the development of small-molecule ligands with fluorogenic ability is highly important for G4 structure investigation and G4-targeting drug discovery ([@B47]--[@B51]). Thus, the recognition characteristics of these compounds with G-quadruplexes warrant further examination. Taking DFHBFSI as a model, the gradual addition of NG16 to DFHBFSI solution in the presence of 100 mM K^+^ and 50 mM Mg^2+^ lead to a distinct red shift (Δλ = 25 nm) in absorption with a clear isosbestic point at 534 nm (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the spectroscopic properties of DFHBFSI can be altered via a strong interaction with G4. The fluorescence titration at the same condition exhibited a 12 nm bathochromic shift of DFHBFSI emission maxima concomitant with significant fluorescence enhancement upon binding with NG16 (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The spectral bathochromic shift of DFHBFSI caused by G4 binding is probably due to the π−π stacking interactions between the phenolic ring of DFHBFSI and the G-tetrad plane ([@B6]). The fluorescent signal of DFHBFSI shows a good linear response in the range of 0.02--0.5 μM of NG 16 with the lowest detectable concentration of 0.02 μM ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A 1:1 binding model for DFHBFSI with NG16 was confirmed by a Job\'s plot analysis ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the fitting results of fluorescence titration curves provided a *K*~d~ value of 1.27 μM, indicating the high affinity of DFHBFSI with G4 structure. All the other RFP analogues have similarly low *K*~d~ value ranging from 1.37 to 2.77 μM except for DFHBAPBI (*K*~d~ = 24.9 μM) which is consistent with its relative low quantum yield.

![(**A**) Absorption and (**B**) emission spectra of DFHBFSI (10 and 3 μM) upon stepwise addition of NG16. Inset of B is plot of fluorescence enhancement ratio (*F/F*~0~) versus the concentration of NG16. (**C**) Changes in CD spectra of NG16 (10 μM) upon the addition of DFHBFSI (50 μM) in different buffer conditions. K^+^, 100 mM; Mg^2+^, 50 mM. (**D**) CD melting curves of NG16 (5 μM) at 265 nm under different conditions. NG16 (curve 1) and NG16 with DFHBFSI (25 μM, curve 2) in buffer without metal ions; NG16 (curve 3) and NG16 with DFHBFSI (25 μM, curve 4) in buffer containing K^+^ (100 mM) and Mg^2+^ (50 mM).](gkx803fig3){#F3}

Next, we investigated the topology and thermal stability of G-quadruplexes upon the addition of DFHBFSI by using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. G4s are structurally polymorphic and can be classified as parallel, antiparallel, or mixed parallel/antiparallel structures based on the orientation of the G-tracts in the quartet core ([@B52]). The G4s folding topologies depend on sequences, loop geometry, and the local environment, especially the central metal ions in G4s ([@B53]). Under the optimum emission condition (25 mM Tris-HCl buffer, 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~ and pH 8.0), the CD spectra of NG16 exhibited a typical characteristic of a parallel structure with a positive peak at 265 nm and a negative peak at 240 nm (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It marginally changed upon the addition of DFHBFSI, indicating a slight stabilizing effect of DFHBFSI on the parallel G4 structure of NG16 in the presence of K^+^/Mg^2+^ salts. It is noteworthy that under the condition without metal ions, the parallel G4 structure of NG16 is poorly formed, whereas addition of DFHBFSI significantly improve the parallel G4 formation reflected by a marked enhancement of their CD characteristic peaks (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating its role as the parallel G4 inducer. Subsequent CD melting experiments (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) showed that DFHBFSI can raise G4 thermal stabilization as the melting temperature (*T*~m~) of DFHBFSI-NG16 was 5.4°C higher than that of NG16 alone in the cases involving K^+^/Mg^2+^ salts, whereas the Δ*T*~m~ between DFHBFSI--NG16 and NG16 further increased to 8.1°C without salts. These CD results also evidence the crucial influence of metal ions on G4 topology and G4-chromophore interaction ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the fluorescence optimization data presented above ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). K^+^ could account for 62% of the fluorescence because of its known ability and preference to support parallel structures of short loop-sized DNA G4s. The divalent ion, Mg^2+^, also enhances fluorescence activation in the presence of K^+^, indicating a possible role for Mg^2+^ in improving DFHBFSI binding with negatively-charged G4 structures via neutralizing its phenolate anion and screening their electrostatic repulsion ([@B27], [@B28]).

Among the known G4 probes, only a few molecules have selectivity for G4s over duplex DNA and even fewer are selective for a particular G4 structure ([@B47]--[@B51],[@B54],[@B55]). To test its structural specificity, DFHBFSI was challenged by various DNA conformations (their CD characterizations are shown in [Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to measure its fluorescence response. As depicted in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, marked fluorescence enhancement was exclusively observed for parallel G4s, such as NG16, EAD, and TT~3~T. The fluorescence increment of DFHBFSI induced by parallel NG16 was ∼35-fold higher than that by the antiparallel G4 (TBA), 25--41-fold higher than those by hybrid-type G4s (Hum21, h-Telo, HT), 42--51-fold higher than those by double-stranded DNA (Ds26, Ds17), and over 650-fold higher than those by single stranded DNA (A21 and T21), indicating the RFP chromophore is a topology-specific turn-on probe for parallel G4s. In a sharp contrast, several widely used G4-binding dyes, includes thiazole orange (TO) ([@B56]), crystal violet (CV) ([@B57]), and *N*-methyl mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) ([@B58]), show poor discriminating abilities for parallel G4s from other G4 or DNA conformations (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, native gel electrophoresis experiments also confirmed that DFHBFSI has a good specificity for parallel G4 structures ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), demonstrating the potential of DFHBFSI as a gel-staining reagent for visualizing parallel G4s. A dose--response experiment showed that G-quadruplex (NG16) is still detectable at 0.25 μM, indicating an approximate detection limit of 25.6 ng for gel staining.

![(**A**) Fluorescence changes of DFHBFSI (3 μM) in response to G-quadruplex (15 μM), double-strand (15 μM) and single-strand oligonucleotides (15 μM). *F* and *F*~0~ are the fluorescence intensity of DFHBFSI in the presence and absence of the oligonucleotides, respectively. (**B**) Fluorescence responses of G-quadruplex-specific dyes (3 μM) toward different kinds of oligonucleotides (15 μM). (**C**) Reversible topological switch between parallel and anti-parallel G-quadruplexes. (**D**) Real-time monitoring the topological switch of G4 based on DFHBFSI-PW17 (1 μM). K^+^, 2 mM; Mg^2+^, 50 mM; Pb^2+^, 150 μM; EDTA, 150 μM.](gkx803fig4){#F4}

The unique specificity of DFHBFSI for parallel G4 structure enables dynamic monitoring of topological switching of G4s in real-time, which is seldom explored in previous research on G4-targeting dyes. Due to the higher efficiency of Pb^2+^ in stabilizing G4 structures, substituting K^+^ by Pb^2+^ as the G4 chelating cation causes a topological transformation from parallel to anti-parallel G4 ([@B59]), presenting an ideal model of G4 structural switch. As depicted in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, in the presence of DFHBFSI, Pb^2+^-driven parallel-to-antiparallel conformation transition can be directly monitored by sharp quenching of fluorescence at 606 nm to 14% as a result of negligible fluorogenic response of DFHBFSI to antiparallel G4s. Introducing a Pb^2+^ chelator, EDTA, quickly restored fluorescence to 95%, indicating that the extraction of Pb^2+^ by EDTA from Pb^2+^-G4 complex leads to re-formation of parallel G4s via re-binding with K^+^. Further CD measurements confirmed this K^+^/Pb^2+^-driven G4 conformational switch ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This clearly demonstrated that the RFP chromophore is a smart G4 dye competent to visualize G4 structural switches in real-time, which is highly promising for functional investigation of G4 and G4-based DNA nano-machines.

Theoretic calculations and molecular dynamics simulations for elucidating fluorogenic G4 RFP mimics {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain more insight into the mechanism of the on/off optical switch of RFP chromophores upon binding with G4, long-range-corrected time-dependent density functional theory (LRC-TD-DFT) calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using DFHBFSI as a model. In the case of anionic form of DFHBFSI which is dominant in neutral pH, LRC-TD-DFT calculation results shows that the minimum energy conformation in the first excited state (S1-min) is substantially non-planar with an almost perpendicular plane of the phenolic ring, whereas its counterpart in the ground state (S0-min) is nearly coplanar (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Further coordinate-driving potential surface scans indicate that the potential energy surfaces of S0 and S1 are approaching upon increasing the twist angle (φ) at the bridging bond of the phenolic moiety. When DFHBFSI in its S0-min state is excited to S1 by photoirradiation, the relaxation process starts with the barrierless rotation of the phenolic moiety to φ = 55°, leading to the minimum energy conical intersection (MECI) between S1 and S0 (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Electron density analysis suggest that in this highly twisted S1 state, the electronic charge obviously transfers from phenolic moiety to imidazolinone, vinyl linkage, and aromatic ring moieties (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This intersection causes a twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) to facilitate radiationless relaxation, and results in an extremely low oscillator strength (f1) of 0.0005 (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), implying a low fluorescence. This deactivation pathway is similar to that reported previously for the green and red fluorescent protein chromophores ([@B33],[@B60]). Hence, the LRC-TD-DFT results manifested that the proposed RFP chromophores without confinement by G4 are non-fluorescent due to intramolecular rotation-caused TICT.

![Radiationless decay of RFP chromophore (DFHBFSI) via twisted intramolecular charge-transfer state. (**A**) Equilibrium geometry configurations at the minimum energy point of ground state S~0~ (S~0~-min) and the minimum energy point of excited state S~1~ (S~1~-min). (**B**) Potential energy surfaces of S~1~ (red) and S~0~ (blue) as well as oscillator strength (*f*~osc~) along the phenoxy-twisted photoisomerization pathway. (**C**) Charge density difference isosurfaces (isovalue = ±0.0075) at the phenoxy-twisted minimum energy conical intersection (MECI) between S~1~ and S~0~ (S~0~/S~1~ MECI, φ = 55^o^). Positive isosurfaces are red, and negative isosurfaces are blue.](gkx803fig5){#F5}

In order to further elucidate G4-activable DFHBFSI fluorescence, MD simulations were carried out to investigate the binding mode and interaction of G4 and DFHBFSI. A parallel NMR G-quadruplex structure for NG16 (PDB ID: 2LXV) ([@B61]) was used as a template. The starting conformations of the DFHBFSI-NG16 complex were obtained by molecular docking using Autodock, and then the MD simulations were performed using GROMACS for 100 ns molecular dynamic runs. Three representative complexes as starting conformations were simulated: (i) DFHBFSI with end stacking mode; (ii) DFHBFSI with groove binding; (iii) free DFHBFSI as a control. The simulation results showed that the groove-binding complexes were considerably unstable, in which the DFHBFSI quickly moved away from the G4 after roughly 10 ns (data not shown), whereas DFHBFSI perfectly end-stacks on the NG16 structure throughout simulation (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The end-stacking mode of DFHBFSI was further experimentally supported by the competitive inhibition of DFHBFSI-NG16 fluorescence by 5, 10, 15, 20-tetra (*N*-methyl-4-pyridyl) porphyrin (TMPyP4) ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a known end-stacking ligand of G4 ([@B62]). With respect to intramolecular motion of DFHBFSI (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), in its free form, the phenyl moiety was constantly rotating (50% of the simulation), which broke the conjugated system essential for high quantum yield therefore it does not fluoresce. In contrast, the phenyl moiety of DFHBFSI complexed with NG16 rarely rotated (∼0.01% of the simulation), evidencing that the strong π-π stacking interaction between DFHBFSI and G-quartet significantly restricts the chromophore\'s range of motion and improve its rigidity. NG16-confined DFHBFSI exhibited a stable conformer with 14° and 12° for the dihedral angles of phenoxy-bridge and imidazolinone-bridge bond torsion, respectively (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Such torsion angles are very close to planarity and comparable to those of the mCherry chromophore (13.7° and 11.3°) ([@B3]), which leads to increased fluorescence.

![Averaged structures of DFHBFSI and G-quadruplex-DFHBFSI obtained through MD simulations. (**A**) Complex model of DFHBFSI with NG16. (**B**) The flipping of phenoxy ring in DFHBFSI in 100 ns MD simulation. In the y axis, 0 stands for no flipping, and 1 stands for flipping. Flipping is defined as the phenoxy ring rotates across the plane perpendicular to the imidazole ring. Complex models of DFHBFSI with (**C**) HT and (**D**) TBA. DFHBFSI, G-quartet, adenine and thymine are shown using green, yellow, red and blue sticks, respectively.](gkx803fig6){#F6}

Furthermore, MD simulations are also helpful for elucidating the G4 topological preference of DFHBFSI. A hybrid-type NMR G-quadruplex structure for HT (PDB ID: 2GKU) ([@B63]) and an antiparallel NMR G-quadruplex structure for TBA (PDB ID: 5MJX) ([@B64]) were also used. The examined models and the estimated free energies of the binding of DFHBFSI with NG16, HT, and TBA are shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Unlike the perfect stacking of DFHBFSI on the ending G-quartet of NG16 which confined DFHBFSI to the co-planar conformation, DFHBFSI bound to both HT and TBA twisted dramatically to form favorable interactions with both G-quartet and several bases in the flanking and loop sequences, for instances T13, A14, A24 in HT and G8 in TBA, respectively (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). As a consequence, both the conformations of DFHBFSI in their complexes with HT and TBA are considerably non-planar and thus adverse to its fluorescence. In addition, DFHBFSI exhibited stronger binding with NG16 (--27.6 kcal/mol) than with HT (--11.3 kcal/mol) and TBA (--12.7 kcal/mol), which show good agreement with the observed G4 selectivity of DFHBFSI. Overall, the quantum chemical calculation and molecular modeling reasoned the fluorogenic property of DFHBFSI upon G4 binding and its unique specificity to parallel G4.

One- and two-photon bio-imaging in live cells and tissues {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------

Encouraged by their prominent spectral merits, including bright red luminescence, large Stokes shifts, anti-photobleaching and two-photon fluorescent properties, we further exploited DNA mimics of RFP as fluorescent probes for living cell and tissue bio-imaging. DFHBFSI was chosen as the model because it had the highest quantum yield of all the proposed RFP chromophores. Prior to imaging experiments, we confirmed that the G4-activated fluorescence of DFHBFSI was barely influenced by the presence of cell lysates and cell culture medium with or without live cells ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) assay revealed that DFHBFSI has negligible influence on cell viability over the 24-h observation period ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results imply the reliability and biocompatibility of DFHBFSI-G4 complexes for bio-imaging. To selectively target protein biomarkers displaying on cancer cell surface, DFHBFSI-G4 complexes was employed as RFP mimics to specifically 'tag-and-lighten' cancer-associated membrane proteins through conjugation with their targeting-aptamers. Aptamers are single-stranded DNA or RNA oligonucleotides with unique molecular recognition and binding capabilities specific to various targets, including small molecules, proteins, and live cells ([@B65]--[@B67]). The proposed membrane protein-specific RFP-mimicking fluorescent probe (RMFP) is composed of two segments: a reporter strand bearing two repeat NG16 sequences binding with DFHBFSI and a recognition strand with the aptamer sgc8 targeting to protein tyrosine kinase-7 (PTK7), a transmembrane receptor protein closely relative to a number of cancers ([@B68]--[@B71]), which was readily prepared by simple hybridization ([Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, based on highly specific aptamer recognition, PTK7 RMFP are selectively targeted to CCRF-CEM cells, a T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) cell line with high expression of PTK7, reflected by bright red fluorescence on the cellular periphery, whereas the control Ramos cells shows weak fluorescence. It is noteworthy that DFHBFSI, by itself, is not detectably fluorescent upon incubation with either CCRF-CEM cells or Ramos cells, indicating negligible background. Flow cytometry results (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) also revealed that the PTK7-specific RMFP selectively binds to CCRF-CEM cells. To further elucidate the specificity of PTK7-targeting RMFP, we engineered Ramos cells by electroporation with plasmids expressing PTK7. Fluorescence was readily detectable on the cytoplasmic membrane of individual engineered Ramos cells (Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), which accords with the quantification data of PTK7 mRNA by real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR (Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggested that the proposed RMFP is a feasible tool for probing expression profiles of PTK7 in different cells.

![(**A**) Confocal microscope image of PTK RMFP treated CCRF-CEM cells and Ramos cells at 570--620 nm emission channel using 488 nm excitation, Scale bar: 20 μm. (**B**) Flow cytometry of PTK RMFP treated CCRF-CEM cells and Ramos cells. (**C**) Confocal microscope image of PTK RMFP treated Ramos cells with transfection of pcDNA3-PTK7 at 570--620 nm channel, Scale bar: 20 μm. (**D**) Relative mRNA level of PTK7 in Ramos cells with transfection of pcDNA3-PTK7 using real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR. Values are means with SD (*n* = 3), \*\**P* \< 0.001.](gkx803fig7){#F7}

To explore the plasma membrane localization of PTK7 RMFP, we transfected CCRF-CEM cells with pDisplay-EGFP for a co-localization analysis. The pDisplay system is a mammalian expression vector that allows display of enhanced GFPs (EGFPs) on the extracellular side of cell plasma membrane. Given that the large Stokes shifts of DFHBFSI-G4 complexes (Ex = 513 nm, Em = 606 nm) greatly facilitates simultaneous imaging of multi-color fluorophores, RMFP and EGFP were simultaneously excited by the same 488 nm channel and monitored separately by emission channels of 500--550 nm and 570--620 nm, respectively, without mutual interference. A perfect co-localization of RMFP and EGFP was observed (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) and further quantified using Manders' overlap coefficient (R). A high overlap coefficient (0.90) was obtained and confirmed that PTK7-bound RMFP was predominately located on the membrane extracellular surface. Moreover, this RMFP/EGFP system is desirable for a simultaneously comparison of the anti-photo-bleaching properties of fluorescent protein and its DNA mimics. As shown in Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, DFHBFSI--G4 complexes retain distinctive red fluorescence throughout 30 min irradiation. In contrast, EGFP quickly lost its fluorescence in 10 min irradiation due to severe photo-bleaching. Furthermore, the real-time imaging of a single live CCRF-CEM cell confirmed strong membrane staining could be still measured even after 2 h continuous observation, which allows monitoring the dynamic processes of membrane proteins, such as cellular internalization of PTK7 (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These results proved that DNA mimics of RFPs are suitable for long-term and real-time cellular imaging due to their superior anti-photo-bleaching properties.

![(**A**) Time-lapse confocal microscope images of PTK RMFP treated CCRF-CEM cells with transfection of pDispaly-GFP for different time spans. The images were acquired using 488 nm excitation and presented as overlay images (top) from 500 to 550 nm emission channel (green) and 570--620 nm emission channel (red), respectively, Scale bar: 5 μm. Co-localization analysis of red and green fluorescence channels of upper images (bottom). (**B**) Long duration confocal microscope image at different time span of PTK RMFP treated CCRF-CEM cells at 570--620 nm emission channel using 488 nm excitation, Scale bar: 5 μm.](gkx803fig8){#F8}

The generality of DNA RFP mimics as potent probes for tagging cell membrane biomarkers was also tested. We further prepared RMFPs targeting to hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR) or epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), two representatively overexpressed tumor antigens, through integrating with their specific aptamers, SL1 ([@B72]) and SYL3C ([@B73]), respectively. Both RMFPs exhibit great potency for cell-specific imaging based upon target-expression differences ([Supplementary Figures S16 and S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which can efficiently discriminate targeting antigen-positive cells from negative cells.

Taking advantage of the two-photon properties of DFHBFSI/G4 complexes, we further investigated the possibility of conducting two-photon imaging based on the specificity of aptamer-derived RMFP probes in living cells or tissues. As a proof-of-concept, PTK7 RMFP-treated CCRF-CEM cells were employed for two-photon imaging upon excitation of the sample at λ = 750 nm. As shown in Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, strong red fluorescence was detected on the surface of CCRF-CEM cells. Similar two-photon imaging was further undertaken by incubating the PTK7 RMFP probe with tissue sections from CCRF-CEM cell xenograft mice. The images were collected at different depths and reconstructed in a three-dimensional box (3D) to present the spatial distribution of PTK7-overexpressed cells (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), and the fluorescence of RMFPs could be evidently detected at depths of ∼80 μm. The bright fluorescence detected clearly indicated that the developed probe could efficiently monitor PTK7 expression in real tissue samples.

![(**A**) Two-photon image of PTK RMFP treated CCRF-CEM cells at using 750 nm excitation, Scale bar: 20 μm. (**B**) 3D reconstruction from two-photon images of PTK RMFP treated tissue section from CCRF-CEM cells xenograft using 750 nm excitation, Scale bar: 100 μm.](gkx803fig9){#F9}

CONCLUSIONS {#SEC4}
===========

In summary, we have successfully developed a palette of G4-chromophore complexes spanning most of spectrum region of existing red fluorescent proteins, providing an unprecedented complement to conventional synthetic mimics of GFPs. These novel RFP chromophore analogues, which possess an extended π-ring system, not only cause a significant emission shift to red and far-red but also strengthen the interactions with DNA G4 structures via π-π stacking, presenting a simple, potent, and versatile strategy to develop highly emissive RFP mimics via G4 binding and activation. Detailed theoretical calculation and molecular dynamics simulations suggest that the confinement effect of G4 is analogous to RFP, in which the end-stacking mode of RFP chromophores bound to G4 greatly restricts their intramolecular rotation and TICT-induced radiationless relaxation, ensuring their bright fluorescence. These DNA RFP mimics offer attractive photo-physical advantages over RFPs in that: spectral properties are readily tunable by changing specific synthetic chromophores; large Stokes shifts enable high-contrast multicolor imaging using only a single excitation; and excellent resistance to photobleaching allows long-term real-time monitoring of live cells. Furthermore, despite the unlocked structure of RFP chromophores, G4 confinement endows the RFP mimics with a unique S~0~ to S~*n*~ two-photon excitation with red emission, which is highly desirable for in vivo imaging. On the other hand, the proposed RFP chromophores affords a novel and distinctive category of G-quadruplex probes, possessing a selective light-up function specific for parallel conformation, which is greatly useful for discrimination of different G4 topologies and real-time detection of G4 structural switches. This work will shed light on multifaceted researches: (i) the discovery of a new generation of FP mimicking system with valuable features, including red, near-infrared, and two-photon fluorescence; (ii) the development of novel topology-selective G4 probes for G4-relative detection and nano-system; (iii) potential toolkits for biomedical imaging and clinical diagnosis based on the integration of DNA RFP mimics with functional nucleic acids.
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